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Purpose: The non-interventional OCEAN study (NCT02194803) evaluated frequency and

monitoring of ranibizumab injections for retinal vein occlusion (RVO) in routine practice in

Germany.

Methods: RVO patients (including branch and central RVO (BRVO/CRVO)) receiving

ranibizumab were included. Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) testing, imaging and treat-

ment were performed at the investigators’ discretion and documented over 24 months.

Results: Overall, 744 RVO patients (27% BRVO, 16% CRVO, remaining unspecified RVO)

were included. For 74% of patients, data were available for the 12-month visit and for 56%

for the 24-month visit. Mean baseline BCVA was 52.0 Early Treatment for Diabetic

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letters (BRVO: 55.9, CRVO: 43.9). BCVA improved rapidly

within the first 3 months, reaching 64.3 letters at 12 months and 64.7 at 24 months. CRVO

patients showed less improvement than those with BRVO. Patients received a median of

4 (5) injections over 12 (24) months, with 100% of patients receiving injections at baseline,

70% at Month 1 and 81% at Month 2. Overall, 40% of patients demonstrated a ≥15 letter

increase within the first 3 months (42% BRVO, 46% CRVO). Patients with low initial BCVA

(<50 letters) showed greater improvement than patients with higher baseline BCVA. Due to

considerable loss to follow-up, the number of injections and optical coherence tomography

(OCT) examinations were not associated with the change in BCVA.

Conclusion: Patients with RVO in routine practice in Germany received fewer injections

and fewer OCT examinations than in clinical trials. CRVO patients showed less and later

improvement compared to BRVO patients.

Keywords: retinal vein occlusion, RVO, macular edema, ranibizumab, anti-VEGF, real-

world

Introduction
Branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO) and central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO)

can lead to vision loss due to macular edema (ME) and ischemia.1,2 CRVO more

frequently leads to severe vision loss compared to BRVO.3,4 For all forms of ME

after RVO, anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) treatment is currently

the recommended therapy.

A number of studies have proven the beneficial effect of VEGF inhibition with

ranibizumab (Lucentis®, Novartis Pharma).3,5–12 According to treatment recom-

mendations of the German ophthalmological societies, RVO treatment with anti-

VEGF injections should be initiated with at least three monthly injections, with

further injections performed based on a pro re nata (PRN, as needed) or treat and

extend (T&E) regimen.
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The OCEAN study (Observation of treatment patterns

with LuCEntis and real life ophthalmic monitoring, includ-

ing optional OCT in Approved iNdications) was a pro-

spective, multicenter, non-interventional study conducted

to assess the outcomes of repeated intravitreal ranibizumab

injections for neovascular age-related macular degenera-

tion, diabetic macular edema, and ME caused by RVO in

routine clinical practice in Germany. Here, we report

results for the OCEAN patients with RVO. The main aim

of the present analysis is to assess best-corrected visual

acuity (BCVA), treatment frequency, and disease monitor-

ing by optical coherence tomography (OCT), and thereby

to assess the impact of treatment decisions in routine

clinical practice. These results may help physicians to

improve treatment strategies for RVO patients with ME

in routine clinical practice.

Materials And Methods
From December 2011 to January 2015, patients were

recruited prospectively to participate in the multicenter,

non-interventional OCEAN study (NCT02194803) in

Germany. The study was implemented in accordance with

the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethics committee approval was

obtained (Ethik-Kommission an der Medizinischen Fakultät

der Eberhard-Karls-Universität und amUniversitätsklinikum

Tübingen; No: 618/2011BO2, 24. November 2011), and each

patient provided written informed consent before enrolment.

A total of 369 study sites (general ophthalmologists and

tertiary care centers) across Germany participated. Design

and patient demographics have been previously described.13

The full analysis set of the OCEAN study (N=5,641)

included 744 patients with ME secondary to RVO. All

patients were treated with intravitreal injections of ranibizu-

mab 0.5mg, with treatment and prescription performed at the

physicians’ discretion.

For the present analysis, data from all RVO patients

were evaluated, including baseline disease characteristics,

demographics, BCVA (which was repeatedly assessed by

the physicians over the 2-year study period), along with

treatment-related patterns such as the number of injections,

clinic visits, and OCT examinations.

Previous treatment of the study eye with corticosteroids

at any time or previous anti-VEGF treatment of the study

eye within the 3 months before initiation of the study were

exclusion criteria. Patients were categorized as treatment-

naïve, pre-treated and possibly pre-treated. Participants

were treatment-naïve if their initial diagnosis of ME due

to RVO occurred within the 3 months before entering the

study and no treatment had been initiated. Patients with any

documented anti-VEGF pre-treatment(s) were counted as

pre-treated. All other patients were counted as possibly pre-

treated.

BCVA was documented by the physicians, and patients

were stratified into groups by their initial BCVA (<50, 50 to

65, or >65 ETDRS letters). BCVA differences from baseline

were explored using a paired sample t-tests and the impact of

baseline BCVA on BCVA results was assessed by an analysis

of variance (ANOVA) to evaluate possible trends. The time

until study discontinuation, the time until treatment response

(first improvement of ≥15 letters from baseline), and the

duration of treatment response were calculated by time-to-

event analyses using Kaplan-Meier estimates.

To calculate variables involving time intervals (monthly

study visits), an algorithm was implemented for sorting each

patient’s follow-up visits into a predefined visit schedule of

30-day intervals (±15 days). Analyses were performed using

an observed cases approach. In addition, to account for the

effect of premature withdrawals and the different status of

documentation, data for each patient at the last available visit

were summarized in the form of a “last visit”, ie using a last

observation carried forward (LOCF) approach. Adverse

events and concomitant diseases (anamnestic risk factors)

were coded using version 19.1 of the Medical Dictionary

for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA).

Analyses were purely descriptive and followed a pre-

defined analysis plan.

Results
Patient Population And Study Period
A total of 744 patients with RVO (744 eyes) were included

in the study. Participants had a mean age of 71 years, were

52% female, and 72% were treatment-naïve (Table 1). Of

all RVO patients, 204 (27%) were registered as BRVO and

121 (16%) as CRVO patients. The remaining 419 cases

(56%) were documented by the treating physician solely as

RVO, without further specification.

Anamnestic risk factors were explicitly documented for

514 patients (69%) at baseline. The most frequently docu-

mented individual risk factors were hypertension (239

patients, 32%) and diabetes mellitus (138 patients, 19%).

For 18% of the total RVO population, no risk factors were

documented. These proportions were similar in the BRVO

and CRVO subgroups.

The mean duration (± standard deviation [SD]) of the

observational period after the first ranibizumab injection
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was 503.5±251.2 days (n=662), ie approximately 17

months. For 550 patients (74%), study data were available

up to the 12-month visit and for 416 patients (56%) up to

the 24-month visit. The rate of premature discontinuation

was relatively constant throughout the study (Figure 1C).

Clinic Visits, BCVA Assessments, And

OCT Examinations
All 744 RVO patients had a recorded baseline visit, while

the number of patients with documented data for the respec-

tive monthly visits decreased over the course of the study, as

Table 1 Patient Demographics And Baseline Disease

Characteristics Of OCEAN RVO Population (Full Analysis Set)

Total RVO

Group

N=744

BRVO

Subgroup

N=204

CRVO

Subgroup

N=121

Gender [n (%)]

Male 353 (47.45%) 85 (41.67%) 57 (47.11%)

Female 389 (52.28%) 119 (58.33%) 64 (52.89%)

Missing 2 (0.27%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%)

Age [years]

n 742 204 121

Mean (SD) 71.0 (10.9) 71.2 (10.0) 70.3 (11.5)

Age, categorized

[n (%)]

<65 years 199 (26.75%) 53 (25.98%) 33 (27.27%)

65 to <70 years 92 (12.37%) 26 (12.75%) 15 (12.40%)

70 to <75 years 151 (20.30%) 47 (23.04%) 23 (19.01%)

75 to <80 years 160 (21.51%) 43 (21.08%) 29 (23.97%)

80 to <85 years 85 (11.42%) 24 (11.76%) 14 (11.57%)

≥85 years 55 (7.39%) 11 (5.39%) 7 (5.79%)

Missing 2 (0.27%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%)

BMI [kg/m2]

n 692 196 119

Mean (SD) 27.1 (4.3) 27.1 (4.3) 26.8 (4.4)

Type of RVOa

BRVO 204 (27.42%) – –

CRVO 121 (16.26%) – –

Not specified 419 (56.32%) – –

Pre-treatment

status

Treatment-naïve 536 (72.04%) 148 (72.55%) 87 (71.90%)

Pre-treated with

anti-VEGF

73 (9.81%) 19 (9.31%) 9 (7.44%)

Possibly pre-treated 135 (18.15%) 37 (18.14%) 25 (20.66%)

Laser pre-

treatment prior to

first ranibizumab

treatment

Yes 87 (11.69%) 30 (14.71%) 14 (11.57%)

Time from diagnosis

of macular edema

due to RVO to first

injection in OCEAN

study [days]

n 727 201 118

Mean (SD) 182.2 (474.5) 192.3 (498.7) 115.2 (197.8)

Median 47 50 44

Min - Max 1 – 5,386 7 – 3,871 3 – 1,150

(Continued)

Table 1 (Continued).

Total RVO

Group

N=744

BRVO

Subgroup

N=204

CRVO

Subgroup

N=121

BCVA of study eye

at baseline

n 736 203 120

Mean (SD) ETDRS

letters

52.0 (22.7) 55.9 (20.9) 43.9 (24.8)

Mean (SD) logMAR 0.659 (0.454) 0.583 (0.418) 0.823 (0.496)

BCVA of study eye

at baseline,

categorized [n (%)]

n 744

(100.00%)

204

(100.00%)

121

(100.00%)

<50 letters 225 (30.24%) 43 (21.08%) 56 (46.28%)

50 to 65 letters 222 (29.84%) 63 (30.88%) 32 (26.45%)

>65 letters 289 (38.84%) 97 (47.55%) 32 (26.45%)

Missing 8 (1.08%) 1 (0.49%) 1 (0.83%)

OCT performed at

baseline

Yes 558 (75.00%) 161 (78.92%) 86 (71.07%)

No 184 (24.73%) 43 (21.08%) 35 (28.93%)

Missing 2 (0.27%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%)

FA performed at

baseline

Yes 525 (70.56%) 146 (71.57%) 87 (71.90%)

No 215 (28.90%) 58 (28.43%) 34 (28.10%)

Missing 4 (0.54%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%)

Note: aA total of 419 cases were documented by the treating physician solely as

RVO, not defining whether a branch or the central vein was occluded.

Abbreviations:CVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BMI, bodymass index; BRVO, branch

retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; ETDRS, Early Treatment for

Diabetic Retinopathy Study; FA, fluorescein angiography; logMAR, logarithm of the

minimum angle of resolution; Max, maximum; Min, minimum; OCT, optical coherence

tomography; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SD, standard deviation; VEGF, vascular endothe-

lial growth factor.
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expected for an observational study. Over the course of the

2-year study, patients underwent a median of 15 BCVA

examinations (range: 1–25; mean: 14.4), with 10 (range

0–13; mean: 8.8) of these examinations performed during

the first year (including baseline). A median of 2 (range

0–19; mean: 3.3) follow-up BCVA examinations were per-

formed within 4 weeks after injection, which may be inter-

preted as safety check-ups, a common practice in Germany.

A further 2 (range 0–20; mean: 3.0) BCVA examinations

were performed 4 to 8 weeks after injection, whereas a

median of 5 examinations (range 0–23; mean: 7.0) were

performed later than 8 weeks. These monitoring visits after

4 or 8 weeks were presumably focused on the assessment of

the need for re-injection.

In addition, patients underwent a median of 5 OCTexam-

inations (range 0–25; mean: 6.6) during the 2-year study,

with 3 (range 0–13; mean 4.1) of these performed during

the first year (including baseline). Among patients who had at

least one OCT during the entire study (655 patients), the

median number of OCTs was slightly higher over 2 years

(6 OCTs, range 1–25; mean: 7.5). Of the follow-up OCTs, a

median of 0 OCTs (range 0–14; mean: 0.8) were performed

within the first 4 weeks after injection, 1 OCT (range 0–20;

mean: 1.9) was performed 4 to 8 weeks after, and 1 OCT

(range 0–21; mean: 3.1) was performed later than 8 weeks.

Mean central retinal thickness at baseline was 470.2±182.7,

and was higher in the CRVO subgroup (562.5±248.7) than

the BRVO subgroup (431.2±137.0).

Number Of Injections
Overall, RVO patients received a median of 5 injections

(range 1–22; mean: 5.99) during the 2-year observational

Figure 1 Visual acuity over the course of 24 months, overall RVO population. (A) Development of mean BCVA over time; (B) Mean difference in BCVA from baseline to

study visits; (C) Number of patients who discontinued prematurely over the course of 24 months.

Notes: aLast documented BCVA result in first year of study (LOCF). bLast documented BCVA result in entire study period (LOCF). Boxes and error bars: mean values and

95% confidence intervals; grey bars: number of patients per visit; red bars: numbers of patients who discontinued.

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BL, baseline; ETDRS, Early Treatment for Diabetic Retinopathy Study; LOCF, last observation carried forward; logMAR,

logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; RVO, retinal vein occlusion.
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period. This number of injections was comparable in the

BRVO (5 injections [range 1–20, mean: 6.52]) and CRVO

(5 injections [range 1–19; mean: 6.64]) subgroups.

The frequency of treatment decreased during the

study period. During the first year, patients received a

median of 4 injections (range 1–13; mean: 4.67) (BRVO

subgroup: 4 injections [range 1–11; mean: 4.90]; CRVO

subgroup: 5 injections [range 1–13; mean: 5.11]), with 3

injections (range 1–7; mean: 3.54) during the first 6

months of the study (BRVO subgroup: 3 injections

[range 1–7; mean: 3.58]; CRVO subgroup: 3 injections

[range 1–7; mean: 3.78]) and 0 injections (range 0–7;

mean: 1.13) during the second 6 months (BRVO sub-

group: 0 injections [range 0–5; mean: 1.32]; CRVO

subgroup: 1 injection [range 0–7; mean: 1.33]). In the

second year, the number of injections per 6 months

decreased in all groups.

When assessing the ranibizumab “upload treatment

phase”, ie the first three months of the study, all 744

patients received an injection at baseline and the majority

also received injections at Month 1 (70%) and at Month 2

(81%). Thereafter, the proportion of patients who received

an injection decreased to around 30% or less at each

month. Similar proportions were seen in the BRVO and

CRVO subgroups.

Visual Acuity (VA)
The mean baseline BCVA in the overall RVO population

was 52.0±22.7 ETDRS letters (Snellen fraction: ~6/27),

for the BRVO subgroup 55.9±20.9 letters (Snellen frac-

tion: ~6/23) and CRVO subgroup 43.9±24.8 letters

(Snellen fraction: ~6/40) (Table 1).

The distribution of initial BCVA differed slightly

between the groups: in the overall RVO group and

BRVO subgroup patients most frequently had an initial

BCVA of >65 letters (39% and 48%, respectively), while

for the CRVO group <50 letters was most frequently

reported (46%) (Table 1).

The observed improvements in BCVA over the course

of the study are provided in Table 2 and Figure 1A and B

(LOCF data presented additionally). In the overall RVO

population, a rapid improvement of BCVA was observed

within the first 3 months of the study, with the mean

BCVA reaching 63.7 ETDRS letters (Snellen fraction:

~6/16). After that, the mean BCVA worsened slightly

before increasing to 64.3 letters (Snellen fraction: ~6/16)

at Month 12 and 64.7 letters (Snellen fraction: ~6/15) at

Month 24. In the BRVO subgroup, similar improvements

were observed by the end of the first year, followed by a

slight deterioration in the second year of the study (Table 2

and Figure 2A and B). In contrast, the CRVO subgroup

showed notably less improvement from baseline to the end

of the first year, but then showed an increase during the

second year, reaching a change from baseline (+9 letters)

comparable to the BRVO subgroup (+11 letters) by the end

of the study. However, the absolute mean BCVA in the

CRVO subgroup remained lower than in the BRVO sub-

group (Table 2 and Figure 2A).

Table 2 Best-Corrected Visual Acuity Over The Course Of The OCEAN Study (Full Analysis Set)

BCVA Total RVO Group

N=744

BRVO Subgroup

N=204

CRVO Subgroup

N=121

n Mean (SD) ETDRS letters n Mean (SD) ETDRS letters n Mean (SD) ETDRS letters

Baseline

BCVA 736 52.0 (22.7) 203 55.9 (20.9) 120 43.9 (24.8)

Month 3

BCVA 543 63.7 (20.5) 164 67.6 (17.8) 94 54.3 (24.6)

Change from baseline 538 +11.5 (19.4) 163 +10.3 (19.6) 93 +13.2 (22.0)

Month 12

BCVA 380 64.3 (21.5) 139 69.1 (14.6) 71 52.1 (28.7)

Change from baseline 379 +10.7 (20.3) 139 +13.1 (19.0) 71 +4.1 (24.7)

Month 24

BCVA 234 64.7 (24.9) 93 65.6 (23.8) 47 57.2 (33.9)

Change from baseline 232 +11.8 (25.5) 92 +11.4 (26.2) 47 +9.2 (30.0)

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; ETDRS, Early Treatment for Diabetic

Retinopathy Study; logMAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SD, standard deviation.
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In the overall RVO population, 35% of the patients

showed a BCVA improvement of ≥15 letters, 54% showed

a change between >-15 letters and <15 letters, and 8%

showed a deterioration of ≥15 letters at the end of the first

year of the study (calculated using the LOCF approach).

After the entire 2-year study period, the results were

similar, with 35% of patients showing an improvement

of ≥15 letters and 10% showing a deterioration of ≥15

letters.

BCVA results were in a similar range for the BRVO

and CRVO subgroups, with slightly better results for

BRVO. In the BRVO subgroup slightly more patients

improved by ≥15 letters (Month 12: 40%, Month 24:

39%) compared to CRVO (Month 12: 35%, Month 24:

36%), whereas in the CRVO subgroup more patients dete-

riorated by ≥15 letters (Month 12: 14%, Month 24: 17%)

compared to BRVO (Month 12: 5%, Month 24: 8%).

Additionally, the BCVA improvements were analyzed

stratified by the patients’ baseline BCVA (supporting informa-

tion: Figure S1). Patients with low initial BCVA (<50 letters)

showed greater relative improvement compared to baseline

(+20.9 letters at Month 12, +25.8 letters at Month 24) than

patients with a baseline BCVAof 50‒65 letters (+11.6 letters at

Month 12, +13.2 letters at Month 24) or patients with a base-

line BCVA of >65 letters (+2.4 letters atMonth 12, +0.2 letters

at Month 24).

Nevertheless, BCVA after 1 and 2 years of observation

remained better in patients with higher baseline BCVA.

Patients with a baseline BCVA <50 letters reached a mean

BCVA of 48.9 letters at Month 12 and 51.9 letters at Month

24, while patients with a baseline BCVA of 50‒65 letters

reached 67.1 letters (Month 12) and 68.5 letters (Month 24),

and patients with a baseline BCVA of >65 letters reached

73.0 letters (Month 12) and 71.2 letters (Month 24).

These differences in improvements from baseline per

group were also seen in the BRVO subgroup, where the

improvements in the lowest baseline BCVA group (<50

letters) were even more pronounced (+31.8 letters at

Month 12, +31.7 letters at Month 24) than in the overall

population. In contrast, the CRVO subgroup, which started

the study with a lower mean BCVA with almost half of

patients in the <50 letters baseline BCVA group (Table 1),

showed much smaller improvements. However, the largest

relative improvements in CRVO were also seen in patients

with a baseline BCVA of <50 letters (+10.8 letters at

Month 12, +15.4 letters at Month 24), whereas patients

with a baseline BCVA of >65 letters even showed a

deterioration of −3.9 letters at Month 12 and an increase

of only +0.3 letters at Month 24.

The BCVA differences from baseline were additionally

analyzed by t-tests for the overall RVO population. The

improvements in BCVA from baseline to Month 12 and

Month 24 were statistically significant in patients with a

baseline BCVA of <50 letters and of 50 to 65 letters

(p<0.0001 for both groups and time points). In patients

with a baseline BCVA of >65 letters, the improvements

from baseline were significant at Month 12 (p=0.0181),

but not at Month 24 (p=0.9260).

Figure 2 Visual acuity over the course of 24 months in BRVO and CRVO subgroups. (A) Development of mean BCVA over time; (B) Mean difference in BCVA from

baseline to study visits.

Note: Boxes and error bars: mean values and 95% confidence intervals.

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BL, baseline; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; ETDRS, Early Treatment for

Diabetic Retinopathy Study; logMAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution.
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An ANOVA was performed to analyze the differences

between the baseline BCVA groups in more detail. At

Month 12 and Month 24, the baseline BCVA (<50, 50 to

65, or >65 letters) had a statistically significant impact on

the difference from baseline (p<0.0001). Statistically sig-

nificant p-values (p<0.05) were also found for all pairwise

comparisons of the three groups at both time points.

In the overall population, BCVA results were further

analyzed by the patients’ pre-treatment status, showing

higher improvements in treatment-naïve patients compared

to pre-treated patients throughout the observational period.

However, the mean BCVA was higher in pre-treated

patients compared to treatment-naïve patients at each

visit (supporting information: Figure S2). The mean base-

line BCVA was 60.5±16.9 ETDRS letters for pre-treated

patients (n=73) and 50.6±23.2 ETDRS letters for treat-

ment-naïve patients (n=529). This difference between the

two groups had decreased by Month 12 (pre-treated: 68.3

±12.7 ETDRS letters [n=39], treatment-naïve: 64.5±21.9

ETDRS letters [n=276]) and by Month 24 (pre-treated:

70.3±14.8 ETDRS letters [n=22], treatment-naïve: 64.9

±24.2 ETDRS letters [n=164]). It should be taken into

account that the pre-treated subgroup was notably smaller

than the treatment-naïve subgroup. The 135 possibly pre-

treated patients (see Table 1) were not included in this

analysis.

The BCVA improvements were also analyzed by num-

ber of OCT examinations. Patients who received more

than 4 OCTs during the study tended to show minimally

better response (in terms of gain of ≥5, ≥10, and ≥15
letters) over the entire course of the study than patients

who received 4 OCTs or fewer. However, further analyses

of the impact of the number of OCTs on BCVA results, eg

using different stratifications of patients by their number of

OCTs, did not corroborate these findings. Thus, these

results must be interpreted with caution.

The assessment of the BCVA results over time grouped

by the number of injections received during the entire

study did not reveal any consistent impact of treatment

frequency on VA outcomes.

Time-To-Event Analyses
The rate of premature discontinuation was relatively con-

stant throughout the study. The probability of an RVO

patient remaining in the study up to Month 12 and Month

24 was approximately 73% and 59%, respectively

(Figure 3A). Results were similar in the CRVO subgroup.

However, for the BRVO subgroup, the discontinuation rate

was lower than for the overall RVO population (Figure 3B).

Time to response and duration of response were addition-

ally analyzed: approximately 40% of RVO participants had

a ≥15 letter response within the first 3 months of the study

(Figure 4A). In participants who showed a ≥15 letter

response, the probability of a ≥15 letter response lasting

≥3 months was 59% (Figure 5A). Time to response and

duration of response did not notably differ between the

BRVO and CRVO subgroups (Figures 4B and 5B).

Adverse Events
Adverse events were documented for 26% of all 764 RVO

patients in the safety analysis set. The most frequent adverse

event was intraocular pressure increased (41 patients)

Figure 3 Time to discontinuation. (A) In all patients and (B) In BRVO and CRVO subgroups.

Notes: If the time of discontinuation was not documented, it was set to day 1. Estimators are based on the Kaplan-Meier product-limit methodology.

Abbreviations: BL, baseline; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; KM, Kaplan-Meier; mo, months.
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(supporting information: Supplementary Table 1). Serious

adverse events occurred in 9% of patients, with retinal vein

occlusion and vitreous haemorrhage (each in 6 patients)

most frequently documented. Overall, 7 patients (0.9%)

experienced glaucoma, 6 patients (1.3%) died, and

2 patients each (0.3% each) experienced a cerebrovascular

accident, underwent a vitrectomy and experienced retinal

neovascularization during the study.

Discussion
In several studies, ranibizumab has been shown to be both safe

and effective in treating ME associated with RVO.3,7–11,14,15

However, it has also been observed that in routine clinical

practice, patients with ME secondary to RVO receive fewer

anti-VEGF injections than in RCTs.16 This may compromise

the VA outcomes, as has been suspected in neovascular age-

related macular degeneration (nAMD).17

Figure 4 Time to response (BCVA improvement of ≥15 ETDRS letters from baseline). (A) In all patients and (B) In BRVO and CRVO subgroups.

Notes: Time to response was defined as the first time an improvement of ≥15 ETDRS letters from baseline was reached. Participants who did not reach a response were

censored at the last documented time point. If no visual acuity data were documented after baseline, the participant was censored on day 1. Estimators are based on the

Kaplan-Meier product-limit methodology.

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BL, baseline; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; ETDRS, Early Treatment for

Diabetic Retinopathy Study; KM, Kaplan-Meier; mo, months.

Figure 5 Duration of response (time from first BCVA improvement of ≥15 ETDRS letters to losing this improvement). (A) In all patients and (B) In BRVO and CRVO

subgroups.

Notes: Duration of response was defined as the time from first improvement of ≥15 ETDRS letters from baseline to the first time point of losing this improvement.

Participants who did not lose the response were censored at the last documented time point where the response was still present. If no visual acuity data were documented

after the response date, the participant was censored on day 1. Estimators are based on the Kaplan-Meier product-limit methodology.

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; BL, baseline; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; CRVO, central retinal vein occlusion; ETDRS, Early Treatment for

Diabetic Retinopathy Study; KM, Kaplan-Meier; mo, months.
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The current analysis of the RVO patient population from

the non-interventional OCEAN study reports results for the

744 patients enrolled for treatment of ME secondary to RVO.

These real-world data suggest that, although treatment

responses were clearly seen, the numbers of BCVA and

OCTexaminations and ranibizumab injections over the course

of 24 months were lower than recommended. Even in view of

the great variability of venous occlusions ‒with a high chance

of spontaneous improvement in mild manifestations – under-

treatment was suspected. Interpretation of some data is limited

by incomplete data and loss to follow-up, especially at later

time points due to the non-interventional design of the study.

Patients remained in the study for a mean duration of

approximately 17 months, which represents an acceptable

adherence for a non-interventional study. However, a sub-

stantial number of patients were lost to follow-up. Study

data are available for 74% of patients at the 12-month visit

and for 56% of patients at the 24-month visit. Loss to

follow-up is to be expected in a non-interventional study,

and is not necessarily the same as discontinuation of

therapy. However, the reasons for discontinuation were

not clearly documented for all cases in this study. It is

possible that the treatment burden of a regular monitoring

and injection schedule was not acceptable for at least some

patients, which would support the use of T&E regimens

where the injection intervals increase over time in the

absence of disease activity. Therefore, anti-VEGF drugs

with increased durability would be favorable.

The presented time-to-event analyses assessed the time

until study discontinuation as well as the time until treat-

ment response and response duration. Analyses based on

Kaplan-Meier estimators, especially for treatment response,

are more accurate than LOCF analyses, which may imply

BCVA stability over time even in patients that were lost to

follow-up.

Number Of Injections
During the ranibizumab the first 3 months of the study, all

744 RVO patients received an injection at baseline and the

majority also received injections at Month 1 and Month 2.

This is in line with the approved German product information

for Lucentis® as well as with the ophthalmological societies.

Overall, the median number of 5 injections documented for

the RVO patients in OCEAN was lower than in recent PRN-

based RCTs, where patients received a mean of around 7 to

11 ranibizumab injections in 12 months.11,12,18 The low

number of injections seen in OCEAN may explain the less

pronounced increases in VA compared to published RCTs.

On the other hand, the OCEAN results are comparable to

published observational studies assessing ranibizumab ther-

apy in routine clinical practice, in which patients received

around 3 to 6 ranibizumab injections in 12 months.10,16,19

Real-world data from the UK, the USA and Germany on

ranibizumab, aflibercept (Eylea®, Bayer) and bevacizumab

(Avastin®, Roche) for treatment of RVO showed annual

injection frequencies of 3 to 7 injections, similar to the

OCEAN cohort.20–23 Patients in routine clinical care tend to

receive fewer injections than in the optimized setting of an

RCT, even if the RCT is performed using a PRN regimen.10

This suggests potential under-treatment. Possible reasons for

non-adherence to treatment schedules on the patients’ side

have been investigated in several ophthalmological indica-

tions and may include time constraints, difficulties in travel-

ling, reluctance to be injected.24–27 On the part of the

physician, time pressure, an increasing number of patients,

and not emphasizing the importance of regular treatment

may also play a role. Additionally for this study, financial

constraints could have also been a factor since the ranibizu-

mab treatment procedure was not generally reimbursed by

German health insurers before 2014.

The OCEAN patients underwent a median number of

15 BCVA examinations and 5 OCT examinations.

Considering the mean duration of participation of around

17 months, these results indicate relatively regular mon-

itoring of VA for many patients, but notably fewer OCT

examinations than expected.

VA Outcome
Although the BCVA improvements over the course of the

OCEAN study were notable, rapid and sustained, the posi-

tive outcomes were not as pronounced as those seen in

previously published RCTs5–9,11,18 and in other observa-

tional studies,10,19 all of which reported a higher number

of injections than in OCEAN. These studies had similar

baseline VA to OCEAN for BRVO (OCEAN: mean 56

ETDRS letters; other studies: 53‒60 letters)9,11,15,19 and

slightly better baseline VA for CRVO (OCEAN: mean 44

ETDRS letters; other studies: 48‒55 letters).8,10,14,18,19

Although the results of some published trials were superior

to the OCEAN results, the magnitude of improvements in

BCVA of PRN ranibizumab therapy was comparable, at

least in BRVO. In CRVO, the OCEAN outcomes were

more notably inferior to published results, which may be

explained by the non-interventional design and by the

usually worse response to treatment of CRVO, compared

to BRVO, if not monitored closely. In a retrospective,
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observational trial by Wai et al, CRVO patients also

showed less improvement compared to BRVO patients

after 12 months of anti-VEGF treatment,28 likely due to

the more severe nature of CRVO. In OCEAN, the CRVO

subgroup showed notably less improvement compared to

the BRVO patients, particularly during the first year of the

study. The findings support the idea that CRVO patients

may require closer monitoring and stricter injection regi-

mens to achieve meaningful BCVA improvements. The

data suggest that in routine clinical practice, CRVO

patients in particular may be at a greater risk for under-

treatment.

Furthermore, it appears plausible that in the overall

OCEAN RVO population and the BRVO subgroup, the

BCVA improvements could have been even higher than

observed. This may be explained by the fact that the

OCEAN patients only received a mean of 4.7 injections

in the first 12 months of the study and around 6.0 injec-

tions during the entire 2-years. However, published real-

world studies had a lower injection frequency, comparable

with OCEAN. Despite the similarly low number of injec-

tions, the VA outcomes in CRVO were better in two

published real-world studies than in OCEAN.10,19 The

higher baseline VA in these two studies may explain the

difference.

Impact Of Baseline VA On Treatment

Outcomes
Relevant RCTs excluded patients based on their

VA.8,9,11,14,15 As per the study’s non-interventional design,

OCEAN patients were enrolled and treated at the physi-

cians’ discretion. Therefore, patients with particularly high

or low initial BCVA were not excluded from OCEAN. Of

note, mean baseline BCVA (RVO: 52 letters, BRVO: 56

letters, CRVO: 44 letters) was slightly lower than in other

published real-world studies in RVO,21,23 BRVO,19,28 and

CRVO.10,19,28

In the OCEAN study, initial BCVA had a strong impact

on visual outcomes after 1 and 2 years. BCVA improve-

ments were greatest in patients with low initial BCVA

(<50 letters), were less in patients with a baseline BCVA

of 50‒65 letters and showed hardly any absolute improve-

ment in patients with a baseline BCVA of >65 letters. In

the analysis of these data, the discontinuation rate has to

be taken into account. Useful future analyses may include

correlations between the patients’ baseline BCVA and

potential discontinuation. This is in line with previous

studies that have consistently shown baseline BCVA to

be a predictor for the maximum obtainable treatment

outcomes.11,14,15,18,28 It is therefore advantageous to diag-

nose RVO as early as possible and begin treatment soon

after diagnosis.18,29 Particularly in the more severe form of

CRVO, early treatment, close OCT monitoring, and

prompt re-treatment seems to lead to better outcomes,

compared to function-driven therapy regimens.

Impact Of OCT Monitoring On VA

Outcomes
In a retrospective evaluation of anti-VEGF treatment in

nAMD, Holz et al found evidence that more monitoring

visits may be correlated with more successful maintenance

of VA gains.17 In OCEAN, the number of monitoring

OCTs received by the RVO patients had only a small

impact on the VA outcomes. Patients who received more

than 4 OCTs during the study tended toward better

response than patients who received fewer OCTs.

However, this trend was not consistently seen across all

subgroup analyses. The weak link between the number of

OCTs and the VA outcomes may be due to the fact that

OCTs are not always performed when required, due to

physicians’ or patients’ time constraints and due to the

fact that OCTs are usually not reimbursed. Furthermore,

the evaluation of OCT images needs experience and time

to fully analyze potential re-treatment criteria.

Implementation Of Clinical Trial Findings

In Real World Practice
When interpreting the OCEAN results, specific circum-

stances of the trial should be considered. The injection

procedure was not reimbursed by the German statutory

health insurance for most of the OCEAN study period;

only starting in October 2014. Furthermore, OCT exam-

inations are still not generally reimbursed by statutory

insurance, depending on particular insurance contracts.

This situation may limit patients’ access to monitoring

and timely treatment. Adherence to planned treatment

schedules could be optimized by physicians sending out

reminders to patients, encouraging monitoring visits and

allowing early re-treatment where necessary.

Limitations
The limitations of the OCEAN study are mainly due to its

non-interventional nature. By design, patients were not

randomized, no control group was included, and treatment
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was not blinded. Treatments and examinations were per-

formed at the physician’s discretion. Documentation was

not available for all patients at all study time points and

documentation was not always complete. It must be

assumed that adverse event reporting was also not com-

plete. The study attrition rate was notably higher than in

RCTs, as expected. However, time-to-event analyses

demonstrated that study discontinuation was constant

throughout the study. An additional limitation was the

fact that for a number of patients the subgroup (BRVO

or CRVO) was not specifically documented. Considering

the two indications’ different characteristics,19,30 it would

have been beneficial to make the distinction between

BRVO and CRVO for all patients.

On the other hand, the study’s strengths lie in the high

number of patients recruited, the broad inclusion criteria

without exclusion of patients based on BCVA, and the high

number of participating sites. Furthermore, the study

obtained long-term results over 2 years. These factors

allowed the evaluation of a broad spectrum of patients,

which should provide relatively accurate and representative

insight into routine clinical practice in Germany.

Conclusions
The OCEAN trial showed the beneficial effects of rani-

bizumab in patients with ME secondary to RVO, parti-

cularly for patients with BRVO. In patients with CRVO,

the data showed less and later improvements. In the

real-world setting of the OCEAN study, patients

received fewer injections and fewer OCT examinations

than previously reported in clinical trials. In agreement

with other studies, the results demonstrate that baseline

BCVA has an impact on BCVA improvement. This

emphasizes the importance of an early treatment and

regular follow-up to achieve good results. However,

interpretation is limited due to study discontinuations

and incomplete data, particularly at later time points.

Future studies should address this and characterize the

patient populations that discontinue treatment, including

in-depth analyses of reasons for discontinuation. Safety

data were consistent with the well-established profile of

ranibizumab in the treatment of patients with RVO, with

no new safety issues.
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